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Upcoming PATCA EventsUpcoming PATCA Events
PATCA Evening Meeting:  
Opportunities in Energy Harvesting
 
 ( TONIGHT  !! )

This talk will provide a short overview of the key design needs (market
driven) then focus on defining energy harvesting: production, energy
harvesting, ecosystem to control/ conversion/ regulation/ battery
management to storage and beyond.

Thursday, May 10, 2018 6:00pm

Roundtable Pizza, 1220 Oakmead Pkwy
Sunnyvale, CA
 
To register for events or get more information, visit our website or Meetup
page.

---------------------------------------

PATCA New Consultants' Roundtable Lunch

Monday, May 14, 2018  11:30am

Roundtable Pizza, 1220 Oakmead Pkwy
Sunnyvale, CA

To register for events or get more information, visit our website or Meetup
page.

---------------------------------------

PATCA Meetup-Consultants Networking Lunch-South Bay

Tuesday, 22 May 2018 12:00 PM

Roundtable Pizza, 1220 Oakmead Pkwy
Sunnyvale, CA

To register for events or get more information, visit our website or Meetup
page.

  

 Welcome New Members !

Joanne Moody. Provide a range of materials science and engineering
consulting services: Troubleshooting, selection, development of adhesives,
coatings, and advanced materials; Materials specifications and test
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PATCA for Startups

Member Benefits
Speakers Bureau
Member Resources
PATCA Logos

methods; etc. Affiliate. 
 joanne@zetascientific.com

Chul Toon. CEO of Masterwork Solutions, a software consultancy in
Sterling, VA.  Affiliate
ceo@masterworksolutions.com

Benefits of Joining:
 New Consultant meetings !
 Evening Presentations
 See PATCA's Events, LinkedIn and Meetup !

Full Members have access to:
 Mentorship Program
 Full Details of your business in Consultants Directory 
 Job Postings sent to you 

Collections & Recollections (Getting Paid !)
by Keith Riordan, CPC, PATCA Certified Professional
Consultant

This article is about collecting fees from clients, and shares some of
my recollections on different approaches and rules of thumb.

Adventures in collecting overdue fees. 

Case 1:  Client moves development offshore to Asia but keeps head
office and upper management local. Stops paying invoices of local
consultants.
Consultant A:  Calls a collection agency and in a few weeks has 2/3
of his money after the agency takes 1/3.

Consultant B:  Retains an attorney at an hourly rate who writes letters
which get ignored, gets a judgement which gets ignored, files a writ of
execution to attach assets which gets ignored. Finally attaches bank
account and gets all of the money owed. Consultant B winds up with
93% of the amount.
Elapsed time - one year.

Consultant C:  Isn't owed a lot so meets with the CEO, offers a
discount for immediate payment and in a couple of weeks gets a
check for about 90%.

Case 2:  Company is slow in paying, then moves headquarters to
Mailboxes etc. Later files bankruptcy.
Consultant files a claim with the court and the court finds that
Company has a few thousand dollars in assets and debts close to a
million.  Gave up on this one. Employees get first dibs, then the IRS.
Consultants are at the back of the line with the unsecured creditors.

Case 3:  Company stops paying and ignores lawyer demand letters.
Quietly moves the operation to Malaysia. Lawyer finds out that
Company hasn't been paying taxes. Consultant gave up on this one as
any assets worth attaching are off-shore and the IRS is more ruthless
at grabbing stuff.

Case 4:  Company leaves town owing about $20K. Lawyer runs up
$20K in fees chasing after Company.
Consultant didn't pay the lawyer figuring anyone this inept won't be
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able to collect his own debts either.

Case 5:  Company stops paying. Responds to lawyer's letter with
outrage claiming consultant overcharged, was sloppy, negligent and
almost ruined his business. Threatens to "see you in court". 
Consultant backs down. Two weeks later a check for full amount
arrives in mail with apology.

Case 6:  Client's off-shore funding dries up leaving  an empty bank
account and Client flees to New Jersey. Consultant is a paying
member of a legal aid group so calls on attorney to collect unpaid
bills. Lawyer advises that the only way to collect is to sue Client in
New Jersey court, fly to NJ to give depositions,  and attach Client's
assets (his house). Consultant decides life's too short. 

Rules of thumb 
If the debtor company stays local with a viable bank account, your
chances of collecting are good.

Check the parking lot. If upper management have reserved spots
with late model Jaguars or Teslas there's a good chance there's still
money.

When you come to collect and the CEO offers you an expensive
bottle of wine, take it as a graceful gesture, but remind him that the
bill is still due (but you  might offer a small discount).
If the deadbeat company files bankruptcy employees and tax
collectors are at  the front of the line. You, the consultant are at the
back. Unless you convince the judge you're an employee (in which
the case the IRS will want to talk to you), all you will get out of a
bankruptcy is a first-hand look at how slowly the justice system really
works.

Once you sic an attorney onto a client company the relationship is
over. They become an ex-client. 

Membership in legal aid groups is a waste of money.

With new clients, request a deposit up front and see how long it takes
them to send a check. It's a good predictor of how well the accounts
payable system works. Contact the company if payments are more
than 30days overdue. 

Keith Riordan / April 2018

Books About ConsultantingBooks About Consultanting
 
Carl Angotti owns most of these books, and regularly brings them to
PATCA meetings, so you can browse through them. 

Consultant's Scorecard - Tracking Results and Bottom-Line Impact of
Consulting Projects, Jack Phillips



Rain Making - The Professional's Guide to Attracting New Clients - Ford
Harding

Tested Advertising Methods - 5th Ed, John Caples

Webify Your Business, Internet Marketing Secrets for the Self-
Employed, Patrick Schwerdtfeger

Flawless Consulting, A guide to Getting Your Expertise Used, Peter
Block

Get Clients Now !  A 28-Day Marketing Program for Professionals and
Consultants, C.J. Hayden

Million Dollar Consulting - The Professional's Guide to Growing a
Practice, Alan Weiss

Guerrilla Marketing for Consultants, Breakthrough Tactics for Winning
Profitable Clients, Jay Conrad Levinson, Michael W. McLaughlin

The One Page Business Plan - The Fastest, Easiest Way to Write a
Business Plan, Jim Horan

Marketing Your Service, Plan for business success, Learn the keys to
dynamic service marketing, Position your service business, Jean
Withers and Carol Vipperman, Self-Counsel Press

The New Magnet Marketing, The Fast Track Strategy for Putting Your
Company on Top, John R. Graham

The Secrets of Consulting, A Guide to Giving & Getting Advice
Successfully, Gerald M. Weinberg

Become A Top Consultant, How Experts Do It, Ron Tepper
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2018 Dues Renewals Reminder2018 Dues Renewals Reminder



The 2018 dues deadline was March 1st. If you
have not paid your 2018 dues yet, please visit
the renewals page here or use the custom
invoice emailed. [Note: If you joined PATCA in
the past 12 months your renewal deadline is
noted on your member profile.]

Questions: contact the PATCA office.

PROJECT POSTINGS for FULL MEMBERS

Companies that seek consultants can post projects to the PATCA
website for free !

Here are some typical project titles, from recent postings:

*Wireless Fan Motor Control system
*LTE Network Engineer
*Review Microwave test setup and calibrate, test for the Resonance
Linewidth of microwave ceramic material
*System and message data analysis and definition for building
control network.
*FPGA and ASIC, with 40G Ethernet. PHY level development on
Xilinx
*C++ programming, embedded code
*Wireless power transfer circuit
*Analytics facilitator
*Modification of existing microcontroller code
*Semiconductor engineer

Full PATCA Members have access to the details of these jobs.

Anyone can post a project or job listing for no charge;  postings are
moderated.

Click here to Post a Project:
Post Project

Share Your Ideas Share Your Ideas 
 
PATCA's Marketing team and Board of Directors invite you to share your
ideas about:  

Speakers or topics for PATCA's monthly meetings and
educational events
Newsletter topics, including links to Internet sites or topics of
interest to consultants and clients
Articles for the newsletter, such as:

Tips for success based on your area of expertise
Learning points from a consulting or business book that
you read recently
How you've used ideas from a PATCA speaker to help
grow your business
Suggested topics for PATCA's blog 
Full members:  Send your article to editor@patca.org

Send your ideas to the PATCA Office.

PATCA is Silicon Valley's longest operating non-profit professional
association dedicated to serving independent consultants and the client
companies that use them. We set the quality standard for the consulting
industry by requiring that all members pass a rigorous qualification
process and adhere to a strict code of ethics. PATCA offers a free
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referral service giving clients direct access to a network of the highest
caliber management and technical consultants in the Bay Area. We
represent a wide variety of expertise in a broad array of disciplines, from
biotech to marketing, HR to engineering, hardware design to cloud
computing.
 
Voice Mail: 1-800-74-PATCA (1-800-747-2822) Local: 408-971-5902
Web:  http://www.patca.oro/contact-us

What is the "CPC" logo by members names ?  Check out our member
categories, and learn how to gain more recognition as a Certified
Professional Consultant:   Member Categories

© 2018 PATCA. All Rights Reserved.
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